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In recent years Anglo–German relations in the post-war era have
been the focus of considerable scholarly attention. Three episodes
have attracted particular interest: Mrs Thatcher’s unabashed reluc-
tance to welcome German unification, 1989–1990, the notoriously bad
relationship between Adenauer and Macmillan during and after the
Berlin crisis, 1958–1963, and the abortive attempts by Winston
Churchill to overcome European division by means of high-level
meetings with Stalin and his successors, 1951–1954. It is fair to say
that British policy did not arouse positive responses in Germany in
any of these cases, although Churchill’s personal prestige remained
high in Bonn. Yvonne Kipp has chosen to make a detailed study of
the relationship between Adenauer and Anthony Eden, who was
British Foreign Secretary from 1951 until Churchill’s resignation in
April 1955, when Eden himself became Prime Minister. His period of
national leadership was relatively brief; in January 1957, overcome
by ill health and the failure of his attempt to recover the Suez Canal
from President Nasser of Egypt, he was forced to relinquish office
and was replaced by Harold Macmillan.

Nevertheless, Eden played an important part in Anglo–German
relations, both as Foreign Secretary and as Prime Minister. After the
collapse of the European Defence Community scheme in the summer
of 1954, his tireless diplomacy enabled the Federal Republic to
become a full member of the NATO alliance, thereby gaining its sov-
ereignty and emerging from its subordinate status as an occupied
country. Its NATO allies pledged themselves to support German
efforts at reunification in peace and freedom. All this was fully in line
with the policies of Adenauer, and the British government was
absolutely clear that it regarded him as a highly reliable German
leader. Yet for some reason there remained a current of distrust
between Bonn and London. Why was this?

There is no doubt that Eden himself sincerely wished to see
Germany reunited. This was not because he harboured particularly
warm feelings towards the Germans. On the contrary, he feared that,
so long as Germany remained divided, the Federal Republic might be
vulnerable to a nationalist backlash once der Alte was no longer in
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charge. The West Germans might then be tempted to seek arrange-
ments with the Soviet Union, thereby undermining the security of
Western Europe. This was a fear that haunted the British Foreign
Office during the first half of the 1950s. Eden therefore did all he
could to build Germany up as a respected member of the NATO
alliance, and to stress British loyalty to the cause of unification. But at
the same time he wanted to try to leave open the possibility of
improving relations between the Western powers and the Soviet
Union, believing that only by meeting the justifiable security needs of
the Russians could the West hope to obtain their agreement to unifi-
cation on Western terms.

Eden was aware that the chances of achieving this objective were
remote, but he was eager not to close the door on the possibility that
by practical ‘small steps’ the tension between Moscow and the West
might be relaxed. He did not see this as incompatible with his loyal
commitment to the objective of unification. He sometimes upset his
American and German colleagues by seeming rather too willing to
conciliate the Soviet leadership. His invitation to Bulganin and
Khrushchev to talks in London in April 1956 was an example of an
initiative which created uneasiness in Bonn and Washington. Yet
Eden went out of his way to reassure the West Germans that he was
not leaving them in the lurch, keeping them informed on a daily basis
about the nature of the talks and entertaining Foreign Minister von
Brentano immediately after the Soviet visit to brief him on what had
happened—a courtesy extended to neither the Americans nor the
French.

Adenauer, for his part, appreciated Eden’s help for the Federal
Republic vis-à-vis the French, in particular, but he was unhappy
about Eden’s apparent willingness to negotiate with the Soviet Union
because he feared that an arrangement which would suit the securi-
ty needs of the British and the Russians would solidify the status quo
in Europe, thus rendering German reunification impossible. In fact,
Eden did nothing to which Adenauer could seriously object, but sus-
picions about British intentions in Bonn were never dispelled.

Kipp is scrupulously fair to both Adenauer and Eden in her analy-
sis of their attitudes towards one another. Her work is based on a for-
midable array of archival material in Britain and Germany, including
official records and collections of private papers. However, she
inclines to a view common among German historians that British
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governments in this period were too slow to give up pretensions to
global power and thereby missed their chance to involve themselves
in schemes for European integration. Eden was certainly no excep-
tion to this rule, but it should be remembered that, until 1957, the
European project was a young and rather feeble plant that had few
attractions for the British. More than half of Britain’s trade was with
the world outside Europe. Britain’s Commonwealth gave it commer-
cial and financial advantages. Its political and military obligations
could not simply be abandoned. Viewed from London, Bonn seemed
rather parochial in its concerns.

It therefore seems slightly unsatisfactory to blame Anglo–German
tensions on the misguided global aspirations of the British. After all,
the French managed to gain German confidence even before the
advent of de Gaulle as President, and they had no intention of relin-
quishing their colonial empire. Nor did they regard themselves as a
negligible quantity in world affairs. It would also be unfair to attrib-
ute difficulties between Bonn and London to Adenauer’s notorious
scepticism towards foreign statesmen. Adenauer appreciated the
help he got from London even when he was uneasy about British
overtures to Moscow. The British seemed a good deal more trust-
worthy than the French and only slightly less reliable than the
Americans, although Adenauer knew that the power of the latter was
indispensable for West German survival.

Perhaps in her concentration on high politics Kipp has tended to
neglect some of the more mundane questions that might be asked
about Anglo–German relations in this period. One of these relates to
the role of the respective foreign offices in creating an atmosphere of
trust—or alternatively of suspicion—between their governments.
Kipp provides us with much interesting material about this, although
she does not draw many conclusions from it.

So far as the British were concerned, there was obviously a good
deal of residual anti-German feeling, even though the commitment to
integrating Germany into the Western alliance was wholehearted,
since it was in British interests. However, by no means all British
diplomats shared Eden’s commitment to unification; Gladwyn Jebb,
the ambassador in Paris, even referred to German division as a
‘happy situation’ for Britain. Ivone Kirkpatrick, the senior diplomat
in charge of the Foreign Office, was by no means enthusiastically pro-
German, but he knew the Federal Republic from the inside and was
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firmly supportive of Adenauer. On the other hand, the British ambas-
sador in Bonn during Eden’s period of office, Hoyer Millar, was less
enthusiastic. After the Paris Treaties had come into force in 1955 and
West Germany had achieved sovereignty, Hoyer Millar warned
London that the Germans would soon start playing off the USSR
against the West. He saw the increasing efforts by the Bonn govern-
ment to open a dialogue with Moscow as an illustration of this ten-
dency. Yet Eden himself showed little anxiety when Adenauer actu-
ally travelled to Moscow in September 1955. The British Foreign
Office rightly calculated that the German Chancellor might make
some progress over the question of German prisoners-of-war in the
Soviet Union, but that he would not obtain any concessions over
German unification. Ambassador Hayter in Moscow was told to
demonstrate trust in Adenauer and to treat him as the leader of a sov-
ereign state. When Adenauer duly agreed to open diplomatic rela-
tions with Moscow, despite having achieved no progress on the uni-
fication issue, Ambassador Hayter wrote a critical report on the
German negotiations, claiming that the Chancellor had given up his
‘most treasured’ card for nothing and had shown ‘pusillanimous
amiability’ towards his Soviet hosts. Hayter’s views were not shared
in London. When the American Ambassador in Moscow, Charles
Bohlen, complained that Adenauer had been guilty of appeasement
towards the Russian leadership, Eden minuted contemptuously:
‘Bohlen is unbalanced. He appeased Russians strenuously at Jalta.’

So far as the Auswärtiges Amt in Bonn was concerned, more
research is evidently needed, but there are indications that anti-
British resentments were often not far below the surface and that they
informed some of the advice that Adenauer was receiving. It is worth
bearing in mind that by the time the Auswärtiges Amt was re-estab-
lished, the Cold War was well under way and the de-Nazification
policies of the Allied powers had been seriously discredited. Many of
the senior diplomatic staff had worked for the Third Reich. Although
their personal commitment to Nazism may have been only skin deep,
their attitudes had been conditioned in an atmosphere of powerful
nationalist revisionism. It would have been extraordinary if some of
them had not resented Britain’s role in encompassing the collapse of
their former aspirations.

The first German Foreign Minister, Heinrich von Brentano, and
such powerful figures as Walter Hallstein, permanent State Secretary
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in the Auswärtiges Amt, and Herbert Blankenhorn, who directed its
Political Department, were often more hawkish than Adenauer over
such matters as the priority to be given to national unification. In the
autumn of 1955 Blankenhorn, for example, shocked the British
Foreign Office by suggesting that at the forthcoming Geneva Con-
ference the West should consider accepting the Soviet offer of a unit-
ed, neutral Germany. Ivone Kirkpatrick noted: ‘Blankenhorn’s atti-
tude brings home to us how much we owe to the Chancellor
[Adenauer] for his robust outlook and how great our difficulties will
be when he goes.’ The position of the Auswärtiges Amt was that any
discussion of European security had to be linked to progress towards
German unification, and it regarded Eden’s willingness to probe the
Russians about the possibility of mutual disarmament arrangements
with disfavour. In November 1955 von Herwarth, the German am-
bassador in London, told a British colleague: ‘If the Prime Minister
had told Bulganin and Khrushchev that unless Soviet Russia changed
her policy the Allies would drop the H Bomb, then the Russians
would gradually have abandoned their position. Once we [the
British] had told them we would not drop the bomb ... the Russians
knew that they could go ahead with their policy and we would not
stop them. We had in fact lost the only threat which would succeed.’

This sort of language was unlikely to impress the British Foreign
Office. Nor was it enthusiastic about the Hallstein doctrine, designed
to prevent other states establishing relations with the GDR. Although
perfectly willing to recognize the Federal Republic as the only true
representative of the German nation, British officialdom was scepti-
cal about the practicability of pretending that the Ulbricht regime
simply did not exist. Some form of de facto arrangements would have
to be made with it if German division lasted for any length of time.

It was also noticeable that the Auswärtiges Amt did not seem par-
ticularly interested in attempts by the British to create warmer rela-
tions between the Federal Republic and the United Kingdom. When
Brentano visited London at the end of April 1956 the British made a
number of suggestions for improving public attitudes in both coun-
tries and for creating co-operation and confidence. But the
Auswärtiges Amt reacted without enthusiasm, despite the proddings
of Ambassador von Herwarth in London. How far this affected the
course of Anglo–German relations it is impossible to say, especially
because serious difficulties of a less avoidable kind were to emerge
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during Macmillan’s premiership. Nevertheless, institutional suspi-
cions and resentments did not help to create a basis of trust.

These observations should not, however, detract from Yvonne
Kipp’s achievement in scrupulously unravelling a period in
Anglo–German relations which laid the foundations for the perma-
nent commitment of the Federal Republic to NATO and its accept-
ance as a respected partner in that alliance.
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